PRELIMINARY PLANNING
"Let us raise a standard to which the wise and honest
can repair." George Washington, as quoted after his
death by Gouverneur Morris, December 31,1795.
"But we must not expect, that a new government may be
formed, as a game of chess may be played, by a sfelful
Land, without a fault. The players of our game are so
many, their ideas so different, their prejudices so strong
and so various, and their particular interests, independent
of the general, seeming so opposite, that not a move can
be made that is not contested; the numerous objections
confound the understanding; the wisest must agree to
some unreasonable things, that reasonable ones of more
consequence may be obtained; and thus chance has its
share in many of the determinations, so that the play is
more like tric-trac [backgammon] with a box of dice/*
Benjamin Franklin to Pierre-Samuel Dupont de Nemours,
June 9, 1788.
I
N 1787 the State House in Philadelphia had not yet come to
be called Independence Hall, though the name was some-
times given to the white-paneled council chamber in which
the Declaration of Independence had been voted and signed
eleven years before. The central building turned its plain dig-
nified face to Chestnut Street, its wings extending almost to
Fifth and Sixth Streets on either side, and the bell tower at the
rear overlooking the State House Yard (now Independence
Square) which reached to Walnut Street. The Yard, long rough
and bare but recently planted with a few elm trees, was sur-
rounded by a wall seven feet high. The high wall gave an air
of privacy, if hot of secrecy, to the State House and the affairs
transacted there. The Federal Convention, first meeting on the
morning of May 14, was so uncertain, as to its Intentions and its
prospects, that it was still a kind of mystery.
Washington came punctually to the opening session; and so
probably did Franklin, who was that day absent from the regular
meeting of the Pennsylvania Council. His sedan chair, tte earliest
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